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Consumer confidence 
"increases"

     The Conference Board's Consumer Confidence Index®
increased in October, following declines in the previous

three months, according to the report, based on polling

data, released Oct. 26, 2021. 

     The Consumer Confidence Index now stands at 113.8
(1985=100), up from 109.8 in September, which was a

downward trend that first started in July. 

     The Present Situation Index—based on consumers’

assessment of current business and labor market conditions

—rose to 147.4, up from 144.3 last month. 

     The Expectations Index—based on consumers’ short-

term outlook for income, business, and labor market

conditions—improved sharply to 91.3 from 86.7. 

         ——See CONFIDENCE, P3
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by John Waggoner , AARP,
October 13, 2021

     The Social Security

Administration (SSA)

announced Oct. 13 that its

annual cost-of-living

adjustment (COLA) will be 5.9

percent, a boost to average

retirement benefits of about

$92 per month for

individuals , starting in

January.  

     The 2022 COLA is the

largest increase to Social

Security benefits since the 7.4

percent hike that went into

effect in January 1983.

     Until this year, COLAs have

been modest, averaging a

1.65 percent increase annually

over the past decade, with no

gain at all to benefits in 2016.

The increase that went into

effect in January 2021 was 1.3

percent.

     “Today’s announcement of

a 5.9 percent COLA increase,

the largest increase in four

decades, is crucial for Social

Security beneficiaries and

their families as they try to

keep up with rising costs,”

says AARP Chief Executive

Officer Jo Ann Jenkins in a

press release. 

     “The guaranteed benefits

provided by Social Security

and the COLA increase are

more crucial than ever as

millions of Americans

continue to face the health 

and economic impacts of the

economy. Social Security is the

largest source of retirement

income for most Americans

and provides nearly all income

(90% or more) for  one in  four

seniors.” 

How the Social Security
COLA is calculated 
     The annual Social Security

COLA is based on the change

in prices of a market basket of

goods. 

     To measure these changes,

SSA uses the Consumer Price

Index for Urban Wage Earners

and Clerical Workers (CPI-W). 

     For the 2022 COLA, SSA

measured the change in the

average CPI-W index from July,

August and September of

2020 to the average CPI-W

index for the same three-

month span in 2021. The

percentage change between

the two quarterly averages is

the COLA starting in January

2022. 

     The 2022 COLA was so large

because prices of goods and

services have significantly

increased in  the past year, due

in part to extreme weather and

COVID-19 outbreaks, which

have driven up energy prices

and strained the world’s supply

chains. 

     Since Congress initiated

automatic annual COLAs in

1975, there have been three

years in which benefits didn't 

Social Security COLA 
set at 5.9 percent for 2022
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increase at all: 2010, 2011 and

2016. The single biggest

increase, 14.3 percent, went

into effect in January 1981. 

     Social Security is funded by

a payroll tax of 12.4 percent on

eligible wages — employees

pay 6.2 percent and employers

pay the other 6.2 percent (with

self-employed workers paying

the entire 12.4 percent). 

     Next year, the maximum

amount of wage earnings

subject to the Social Security

tax will increase to $147,000

from $142,800 in 2021. The

money paid in by today's

workers goes to cover current

benefits, with any excess going

into the Social Security Trust

Fund. 

     Because  there are fewer

workers relative to the growing

number of Social Security

beneficiaries, the Social

Security system is facing

increased stress. In their 2021

annual report, 

     

            ——See COLA 2022, P4

Rising prices lead to biggest cost-of-living adjustment to benefits in four decades
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https://www.aarp.org/retirement/social-security/questions-answers/social-security-benefits-calculation/
https://www.aarp.org/money/budgeting-saving/info-2021/what-to-know-about-inflation.html
https://www.aarp.org/politics-society/government-elections/info-2021/social-security-trust-funds.html
https://www.aarp.org/retirement/social-security/info-2020/10-myths-explained.html


18.6% of consumers said

business conditions are

“good,” down from 19.1%.

On the other hand, 24.9%

of consumers said business

conditions are “bad,” down

from 25.3%.

     “Consumer confidence

improved in October, reversing

a three-month downward

trend as concerns about the

spread of the Delta variant

eased,” said Lynn Franco,

Senior Director of Economic

Indicators at The Conference

Board, in a press release.

    “While short-term inflation

concerns rose to a 13-year high,

the impact on confidence was

muted. The proportion of

consumers planning to

purchase homes, automobiles,

and major appliances all

increased in October—a sign

that consumer spending will

continue to support economic

growth through the final

months of 2021," she

continued. 

     "Likewise, nearly half of

respondents (47.6%) said 

they intend to take a vacation

within the next six months—

the highest level since

February 2020, a reflection 

of the ongoing resurgence in

consumers’ willingness to

travel and spend on in-person

services.”

Present Situation

     Consumers’ appraisal of

current business conditions
was mixed in October.
·      

Consumers’ assessment of

the labor market was

moderately more favorable.

55.6% of consumers said

jobs are “plentiful,” down

from 56.5%.

Conversely, 10.6% of

consumers said jobs are

“hard to get,” down from

13.0%.

24.3% of consumers expect

business conditions will

improve, up from 21.7%.

On the other hand, 21.1%

expect business conditions

to worsen, up from 17.6%.

Consumers were more

optimistic about the short-
term labor market
outlook.

25.4% of consumers expect

more jobs to be available in

the months ahead, up from

21.3%.

18.3% anticipate fewer jobs,

down from 19.9%. 

18.7% of consumers expect

their incomes to increase, 

Expectations Six Months
Hence

     Consumers’ optimism about

the short-term business
conditions outlook was mixed

in October.

11.3% expect their incomes

will decrease, virtually

unchanged from 11.4%.

Additional metrics are

available here. 

     The monthly Consumer

Confidence Survey®, based on

an online sample, is

conducted for The Conference

Board by Toluna, a technology

company that delivers real-

time consumer insights and

market research through its

innovative technology,

expertise, and panel of over 36

million consumers. The cutoff

date for the preliminary

results was October 20. 

     To learn more or become a

member, visit conference-

board.org/us. 

     The next Consumer

Confidence Survey report is

due Tuesday, December 22,

at 10 a.m. (ET).
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     Social Security's Trustees

estimated that if no legislative action

is taken, the trust fund for retired

workers and their survivors will run

short of money in 2033.

     Even at that point, over three-

quarters of benefits could still be

paid out from incoming payroll taxes. 

      A separate Trust Fund that pays

disability benefits is projected to run

short of money in 2057. 

Social Security and Medicare Part
B premiums 

     Most Social Security recipients will

see their COLA reduced by an

increase in the cost of Medicare.

Medicare Part B premiums, which

cover physician visits and outpatient

medical services, are typically

deducted directly from Social

Security benefit payments. 

     The 2022 monthly premium for

Medicare Part B recipients has yet to

be announced; the standard

premium in 2021 is $148.50 

per month .  An increase of about $10

is projected for 2022.  

     “Given its importance to income

security, policymakers should work

together to ensure the long-term

solvency and adequacy of Social

Security and to protect the hard-

earned benefits of millions of

Americans and their families,”

Jenkins said in the release. 

     “Congress must also complete

ongoing work to protect seniors by

reducing one of their fastest rising

costs – high drug prices – and

expanding access to needed dental,

hearing and vision coverage in

Medicare.” 
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COLA 2022, cont'

COLA increases by year
Note: COLA changes take effect the next Jan. 1

Source: Social Security Administration

https://www.aarp.org/health/medicare-qa-tool/what-is-medicare-part-b/


by Ann Carrns, NYT, Oct. 1, 2021

     Despite the popularity of mobile apps promising

easy access to credit information, obtaining free,

bona fide credit scores remains a challenge for

consumers, according to a new analysis.

     Consumer Reports, which published an analysis

of five popular credit apps on Thursday, found that

some of the digital tools may provide credit scores

that differ from the ones a lender would consider,

limiting their usefulness.

     In addition, Consumer Reports said, some apps

charge for the scores, and some also charge users 

for bundles that include their credit reports — even

though consumers are legally entitled to receive

their reports annually, at no cost, on a special

website. (During the pandemic, the three major

credit bureaus — TransUnion, Experian and Equifax —

have been offering consumers free weekly access to

their reports.)

     Credit reports are records of your loan and

payment history, maintained by the three bureaus.

Credit scores are three-digit numbers based on the

credit reports and calculated using various formulas

developed by companies like FICO and

VantageScore. The scores range from 300 to 850,

with 670 or above considered good. The average

FICO score is 716.

     Lenders use the scores to determine if you’re

likely to repay a debt and what interest rate to

charge you. Consumers aren’t currently entitled to

free credit scores, except in certain situations.

     The new analysis highlights the drawbacks of the

current credit system, said Syed Ejaz, financial policy

analyst for Consumer Reports. Credit scores affect a

person’s ability to buy a house or a car, or even to get

a job or rent an apartment — but it’s hard to know

just what your score is without paying for it.

     "These are super consequential decisions in a

consumer’s financial life,” Ejaz said. “Consumers

should be shown these scores for free.”

     John Ulzheimer, a credit industry expert, said a

score from a credit app was unlikely to be the exact

one you would receive from a lender, 

since there are multiple versions of credit scores

depending on the credit bureau providing them

and the software version used. But even a general

score can put you in the ballpark of what type of

score to expect from a lender, he said.

     “It will give you an idea of what your score

would be,” Mr. Ulzheimer said, so can be helpful,

particularly if it is free.

     A Consumer Financial Protection Bureau study

in 2012 found that most consumers who scored

well under one scoring model generally scored

well on other models. But a “substantial minority”

could see large variations, it said, so consumers

“should avoid relying on scores they purchase as

the sole basis for assessing their creditworthiness

when making important decisions about 

obtaining credit.”

     The Consumer Reports review examined the

five most popular credit scoring apps according to

download data. In addition to apps offered by

Experian and TransUnion, the report considered

apps from Credit Karma, Credit Sesame, and

myFICO. (An offering from Equifax didn’t meet the

study criteria, Consumer Reports said.) Researchers

downloaded the apps early this year, and

rechecked them in the spring.

     The myFICO app provided broad access to

industry-specific credit scores, like scores  used for

credit cards and car loans. The app   is offered by

the Fair Isaac Corporation, which developed the

FICO score. The company says there are multiple

versions of FICO scores, which it says are used in

“90 percent” of lending decisions.

     But myFICO charges fees for its scores, starting

at $19.95 a month for a “basic” package that

includes multiple scores and an Experian credit

report. A “premier” package, including monthly

FICO scores and reports from all three bureaus, is

about $40 a month.

Greg Jawski, a FICO spokesman, said the myFICO

app offered features like customized 

                                 —See Credit Score, P6

You can get your credit score, but 
you may have to pay for it
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A new Consumer Reports analysis of five credit apps also found that 
the scores might differ from the ones a lender would use.

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/10/01/business/credit-score-app-cost.html
https://www.annualcreditreport.com/index.action
https://www.fico.com/blogs/average-us-ficor-score-716-indicating-improvement-consumer-credit-behaviors-despite-pandemic
https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/newsroom/consumer-financial-protection-bureau-study-finds-credit-scores-used-by-consumers-and-lenders-can-differ/
https://www.myfico.com/credit-education/credit-scores/fico-score-versions


information and simulations to help users

better understand their score. FICO also offers

an “open access” program, which lets lenders

share with consumers, for free, the scores they

use in credit decisions.

     The other apps vary in what they charge.

Credit Karma doesn’t charge for scores or

reports. Credit Sesame, which also offers

VantageScore, doesn’t charge for scores but

does charge for a package that includes credit

reports from all three bureaus.

     Experian offers a basic FICO score and an

Experian credit report at no cost, but charges

for an expanded package that includes,

among other things, additional scores and

reports from the other credit bureaus. 

     TransUnion said its Score & Report app

charges about $20 a month for daily access to

a TransUnion VantageScore and credit report,

plus other information.

     VantageScore, a lesser-known competitor

to FICO, is a joint venture of the three big

credit bureaus. Its use has been growing,

according to a consultant’s report prepared for

the company. But it’s generally not used for

home loan applications, because federally

backed mortgages are required to use FICO

scores.

     Credit Sesame said in an email that it

believed VantageScore was a “more inclusive”

scoring model, generating scores for some 40

million consumers deemed “unscoreable” by

other models because they are new to credit

or have a limited credit history.

     Adrian Nazari, chief executive of Credit

Sesame, said that its users mostly wanted to

understand and improve their credit scores,

and that VantageScore was a “great

educational tool.” He added, “We offer so 

much more than a score.”

     The overall result, Mr. Ejaz said, is a

sometimes confusing mix of offerings that may

not provide what consumers expect, and often

come with sales pitches for loans and credit

cards. The apps may also raise privacy

concerns, since they collect “substantial”

private consumer data, the report found.

     Here are some questions and answers about

credit scores:

     How can I improve my credit score?
     Regardless of the scoring model used, there

are steps you can take to improve your score.

These include paying your bills on time,

keeping your card balances low in relation to

your overall credit limit and limiting the

number of loans and credit cards you have

open.

     Are there plans to require credit scores to
be offered free?
     Proposals in Congress, including H.R. 4120,

the Comprehensive Credit Act of 2021, would

provide free access to the credit scores that

lenders use.

     Can I get a free credit score from my
credit card company?
     In some cases, yes. Cards issued by big banks

and American Express often offer holders

access to free credit scores online. Discover

Card, for instance, says it offers free monthly

FICO scores from Experian. 

     But here again, the scores may not always

reflect specific scores that a lender would use,

depending on the type of loan you are seeking.

Check with your bank or card issuer for details.

     Chi Chi Wu, a lawyer with the National

Consumer Law Center, said getting a free score

from your lender or credit card company was

“definitely preferable” to paying for one from an

app. It’s free, she said, and because you’re

already a customer, you’re not divulging any

more personal information than you already

provided to get the card.
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https://vantagescore.com/pdfs/2019-VantageScore-Market-Adoption-Study-FINAL.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/4120/all-info


by NAFCU NEWSROOM,

October 15, 2021

     On a seasonally adjusted

basis, overall consumer prices

rose 0.4 percent in September,

with the Bureau of Labor

Statistics reporting the overall

consumer price index (CPI)

grew by 5.4 percent over the

12-month period. In the latest

Macro Data Flash report,

NAFCU Chief Economist and

Vice President of Research

noted in a press release, “This

is slightly faster than last

month, but still much lower

than the pace since February.”

     Core prices (excluding food

and energy costs) rose 0.2

percent, compared to August.

Year-over-year core CPI

growth was 4 percent.

     “Prices dropped for airfare

(-6.4 percent), apparel (-1.1 

percent), and used cars and

trucks (-0.7 percent) after

rapid increases earlier this

summer,” Long said.

     Energy prices rose 1.3

percent during the month,

following a 2.0 percent rise in

August. From a year ago,

energy prices were up 24.8

percent. Additionally, food

prices rose 0.9 percent in

September and were up 3.4

percent compared to this time

last year.

     "Supply chains woes are

still causing ripple effects that

are driving up prices and

limiting supply," added Long.

"West Coast ports recently

announced that longshoremen

will begin working around the

clock to unload ships stuck in

port. Large retailers are

committing to increase their

efforts to clear ports as well,
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Airfare prices fall as supply chain issues persist

 

 as worries mount that

inventory shortages will

hamstring the holiday

shopping season.

     "The Fed remains adamant

that inflation will cool over time

and inflationary pressures will

abate as supply bottle necks

ease, but housing costs will be

key. Rental Prices grew at

their fastest pace since 2006

and seem sure to rise further.

     A rate hike appears unlikely

until the latter half of next

year, but the Fed’s resolve will

be tested by elevated inflation

readings that will last at least

through the middle of 2022,"

concluded Long.

           —–See More News, P8

https://www.cuinsight.com/airfare-prices-fall-as-supply-chain-issues-persist.html
https://www.nafcu.org/macro-data-report-consumer-price-index-cpi-File


     Now you can help ACC

accrue travel miles for the

organization, which they can

eventually use when staff

must travel to area affiliates or

voting members need to

attend annual meetings. All

you need to do is include

ACC’s “Business ExtrAA”

number: 878585  whenever

you travel with American

Airlines and or any of their One

World airline, hotel and rental

car partners. 

     While this program allows

you to contribute air miles to

ACC, please note that you will

not lose any of your own

frequent flyer miles. 

     It’s a WIN WIN!

     Here are a few ways you

can accomplish making sure

our Business ExtrAA number

gets on your travel 

documents: 

Phone: Call American Airlines

at 1-800-433-1790 and ask the

agent to add the ACC Business

ExtrAA account number

(878585) to each eligible ticket.

 

Online: While logged into your

American Airlines account on

www.aa.com, input ACC’s

Business ExtrAA account

number (878585) in the spot

on the Passenger Details page

during your booking process.

Ticket Counter: Just provide

ACC’s Business ExtrAA

account number (878676) to

the AA agent at the ticket

counter when purchasing your

ticket, or even when you are

checking in.

     Thank you for supporting

ACC with these consumer

flight discount benefits. 
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GIVE BACK TO ACC
American Airlines Consumer Flight Benefits

 

Amazon SMILE
Program

    As an eligible nonprofit, ACC

recently registered with

Amazon’s SMILE program,

which donates 0.5% of the

price of eligible purchases to

the charities selected by

Amazon customers. There are

no fees or extra costs

involved. 

     When customers like you

go to Amazon on any given

day to shop, you can select

from over a million registered

charities, but we hope you will

pick ours as your charity of

choice.

     As a result, we want to

make it even easier for you, by

providing the the link you need

to donate to us. 

https://smile.amazon.com/ch/

33-0718596.

     Since starting the program

in 2013, Amazon’s Foundation

has seen donations of $266

million through the SMILE

program. These donations

from Amazon are at no cost

to you, so please consider

ACC the next time you go

shopping online. 

     The first time you set it up,

it will pop up as a reminder

every time you enter. To learn

more about the program, visit

smile.amazon.com.

More News, cont'

http://www.aa.com/
https://smile.amazon.com/ch/33-0718596
https://smile.amazon.com/


Owings Mills Branch
60 Painters Mill Road

Owings Mills, MD 21117
+++

Woodlawn Branch
1514 Woodlawn Drive
Baltimore, MD 21207

+++
 Northwest Plaza Branch

4470 W. Northern Parkway
Baltimore, MD 21215

+++

     Founded in 1938, the 

 Securityplus Federal Credit
Union (formerly known as SSA

Baltimore Federal Credit

Union) is the 17th largest credit

union in Maryland, with assets

of more $482 million and a

membership of more than

 34,000 members in the

greater Baltimore area.

     With themes of “Life

Happens” and making “a

positive difference,”

Securityplus not only serves

their vast membership but

reaches deep into their

community, helping the less

fortunate by participating in

the “Helpful Market,” a free

farmer’s market that helps the

area’s homeless population.
 
     Securityplus is committed
to making a positive
difference in Baltimore by
giving back and helping to
meet the needs of our
communities. This
commitment is written on

their website. 

     Held every third Saturday

from April through December,

the Helpful Market is hosted by

Love the HopeFul, a nonprofit

organization which provides

year-round support to those 

who are experiencing

homelessness.

     Through generous

donations provided by

Securityplus employees and

members, such as

toothbrushes and toothpaste,

soap, deodorant, washcloths,

shampoo, and lotion were also

handed out by the

Securityplus family to the

community’s homeless who

attended the free farmers

market. 

     The market also provides

fresh fruits and vegetables,

protein, baked goods, bottled

water and more, giving the

community’s homeless access

to both nutritious foods and

much needed supplies. 

     They also have great

financial resources for children

and teens – stating on their

website, that it's never too
early to learn how to manage
your finances. 

      Courses for kids “financial

fun facts” up to age 12 include:

Earning Money; Saving Money;

and Creating a Budget.

     ——See CREDIT UNION P10

As a nonprofit consumer education organization, ACC has developed partnerships 
with credit unions across the country. These partnerships allow ACC members 
eligibility with our credit unions. If approved, our members gain access to a 

member-owned financial institution, with products and services designed to make 
banking more affordable, simple and convenient, and to offer additional resources 

that can help our members identify and achieve their financial dreams. 
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Welcome one of our credit union partners!

https://www.securityplusfcu.org/community/branch-locations-hours.aspx#owings-mills
https://www.securityplusfcu.org/community/branch-locations-hours.aspx#woodlawn
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 credit union’s local

communities. 
      

     More than 60 percent of the

credit union’s staff are people of

color and the organization is led

by a dynamic female president

and CEO, Kristin Shultz. The

Credit Union’s proven

commitment to DEI and CSR is 

a differentiator among other

financial institutions. 

     Along with the name change,

members are enjoying a new,

improved website and online

banking interface, newly

branded debit/credit cards, and

updated branches. In addition, 

a new full-service retail branch 

is coming in late 2021 to

Alexandria, Virginia.

     Membership is open to

employees of the Naval Research

Laboratory and their immediate

family members; employees of

more than 90 Select Employer

Groups and their immediate

family members; members of the

American Consumer Council

(ACC); family members of current

members in good standing.

     To learn more about the new

name and the credit union, visit

spectracu.com.

     To prepare teens aged 13-17 for

the “real world,” they offer Save

While You Spend; Earning Interest;

and Comparing Cards.

    Finally, for those between 18 and

24, they offer the following courses

to help them learn financial

independence: Getting a Credit

Card; Investing Money; Avoiding

ATM Fees; and Monitor Your Credit

—Free Through Digital Banking.

     They also have financial-based

webinars for adults!

     If you live, work, worship or go to

school in the City of Baltimore; are

employed by or retired from one

our Select Employee Groups (SEGs);

or are in the immediate family of 

an existing member, you are

eligible to join. 

     To learn more about their

services or how to become a

member, visit their website.

     We are proud to share ACC's
consumer council affiliates in

the State of Maryland: 

Maryland Consumer Council
8403 Colesville Rd. Ste. 1100

Silver Spring, MD 20910

Greater Baltimore 
Consumer Council

1829 Reisterstown Road, 

Suite. 350

Pikesville, MD 21208

Greater DC Metro 
Consumer Council

8403 Colesville Rd. Ste. 1100

Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Credit Union, cont'

     Founded in 1946 to serve the

Naval Research Lab, NRL Federal

Credit Union is a $550-million

financial institution serving more

than 24,000 members.

     In late August, NRL FCU’s board

of directors and executive

management team announced a

name change — from NRL FCU to

Spectra Credit Union — to their

24,000 members. The transition

officially took effect Oct 12, 2021. 

     “As the chairperson for NRL

Federal Credit Union, I want to

share the excitement of the entire

board of directors for the Credit

Union’s name change and

rebranding to Spectra Credit

Union,” said Dr. Mary Kappus in 

a press release.

     “We sought a name that reflects

the Naval Research Lab (NRL)

foundation while also projecting

the inclusiveness that is at the core

of our mission. The term Spectra

does both,” she said. “We have

confidence that rebranding will

help the Credit Union reach its full

potential – and thereby fulfill our

vision of helping all of our members

reach their full financial potential.” 

     The new Spectra brand also

emphasizes diversity, equity and

inclusion (DEI), corporate social

responsibility (CSR), and a

commitment to support the

New name for a long-time community institution

https://www.spectracu.com/
https://www.securityplusfcu.org/


     ACC is honored to have a

partnership with Kim Curtis —

author, speaker, and CEO of The

Wealth Legacy Institute in

Denver, Colorado — who writes,

produces, and hosts our financial

education video series.

     This free video series is

comprised of 26 videos designed

to help consumers, including

Millennials and 

Gen Y individuals, to better

manage their finances, feel more

confident about their financial

dealings, and get access to

financial services.

     Past video topics include, 

"How to Have a Great Vacation on

the Cheap," "How to Ask Your

Boss for a Raise," "Essential

Checklist When Getting Married,"

"Goals to Reach by Age 30," and

others with advice about

timeshares, paying off debt,

identify theft, and more. Check
out the new videos for 2021!
    To peruse and view Kim's

many resourceful videos, visit

bit.ly/3snW661.

ACC Wrap Up

     If your company or

organization would like to

increase its credibility with

consumers, you should

consider applying for ACC's

"Green C" Certification. 

     Applications for the 
Winter cycle are now being 
accepted through Dec. 31. 
    It's a proven fact that

consumers prefer to do

business with companies that

are eco-friendly, implement

green initiatives and that

practice Corporate Social

Responsibility.  The process is

straight-forward and all

applicants are recognized by

the ACC and the Green USA

Institute. 

     All applicants should review

the criteria, then complete

and submit their applications

to ACC's Green Consumer

Council for review, assessment

and feedback. Program details

and the Green C Certification

criteria can be viewed online

at bit.ly/3d45Con.

     For more information, call 

1-800-544-0414 or visit ACC's

website here. 

Is your business 
consumer-friendly? 

 
Does your business deserve
greater recognition for its 
service to consumers?

 
If so, you should apply for
the American Consumer
Council's Friend of the

Consumer Award.

     Each year, ACC awards

numerous "Friend of the

Consumer" awards to deserving

manufacturers, retailers, and

other businesses that produce

or sell products in the United

States, and which meet or

exceed federally-mandated

standards, and have

"demonstrated a commitment

to American consumers by

providing products or services

that foster consumer

confidence and market

acceptance."

     To apply, complete the

online application found here

bit.ly/3w6jE1N and return it to

ACC with the application fee. 

     Applicants will be notified

within five days of receipt of

their application. Thereafter, a

panel of independent judges

will review your application 

and make a formal

recommendation within 20

days of your submission. 
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